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INDIAN CINEMA’S GLOBAL REACH: HISTORIOGRAPHY 
THROUGH TESTIMONIES 

Dina Iordanova 

 

It was at a conference in London in the Spring of 2005. Nirmal Purwar, sociologist from 

Goldsmiths, was showing a nostalgic video compilation chronicling the 1960s efforts of the 

Indian community in Coventry to organise showings of Indian films. There were clips from 

the films that had been screened, from Mughal-e-azam and Shree 420 to Chaudhvin Ka 

Chand and Sholay, alongside photographs of the people who had been instrumental in 

bringing the prints, and interviews with women and men from the community.  

 During the Q & A session I briefly spoke of my childhood memories from the same 

period: Indian films had a major presence in cinemas and were extremely popular, even 

though no Indians lived in the Bulgaria of my childhood. I remembered most vividly the 

films of Raj Kapoor, who was a mega-star, much bigger then any American stars of the time.  

  Haim Bresheeth, London-based film and media scholar, originally from Israel, was 

sitting nearby in the conference room. Reacting to my words, Haim passed me a little note, 

which read: ‘Dina, our experience in Israel of Indian cinema was exactly what you described 

and Kapoor was really the most popular star, much more than any Hollywood star at the 

time. H.’ 

 Haim’s note was yet one more confirmation of something that had preoccupied me for 

a while. Once again I was coming across evidence of the popularity of Indian cinema in 



countries that did not have any significant Indian diasporic presence; once again the evidence 

was sporadic and based on personal memory.  

 

 But then, isn’t a large part of the historiography of international cinematic exchanges 

still a terra incognita for researchers. Today a lot of our scholarly knowledge of the 

international distribution of Indian film is still based on episodic testimonies. But then, isn’t 

any cinema, encompassing most of the world’s filmmaking except Hollywood or Western 

Europe, still unknown territory?  

 The only area of the global distribution of Indian cinema that has been researched to 

some extent relates to its diasporic dimension. One is often left with the impression that the 

story of emergence and growth of diaspora-driven operations is the only one that is to be told. 

But this effectively leaves out many other distribution channels that were not linked to the 

diaspora networks, channels that people like myself and Haim Bresheeth so vividly 

remember. The international presence of Indian cinema, however, was linked not solely to 

the diasporic process but had other viable ways to travel and reach out (via the networks of 

Lebanese exhibitors based in Africa, for example, as Larkin has persuasively shown in his 

texts from 1997 and 2002).  

  Long before I had encountered any living Indian, I was well acquainted with Indian 

films and I know that this was the experience of people elsewhere, be they Greek, Israeli, 

Romanian or Egyptian.  Yet there is not much in published research to properly document 

and support this claim. We all seem to be aware of the huge popularity of Indian film in 

significant parts of Africa (brilliantly argued as a case of ‘creation of parallel modernities’ in 

Brian Larkin’s 1997 essay on Indian Films and Nigerian Lovers), we have heard of the 

dominant presence of Indian cinema in the Arab world or across a range of other countries. 

Systematic research, however, that would tell and confirm all this is non-existent.   



 I hoped to find ‘hard information’ on this neglected aspect of distribution in the 

‘global markets’ section of Manjunath Pendakur’s political economy study Indian Popular 

Cinema: Industry, Ideology and Consciousness. Alas, what I found there was just a table of 

key export markets in 1988 (2003: 37); the same one is reproduced in Indian Popular 

Cinema: A Narrative of Cultural Change by Gokulsing and Dissanayake (2004) and whereas 

interesting, it barely gives a conclusive picture. Even an accomplished political economist 

like Pendakur cannot do more than mention in passing the mythical success of some Indian 

films, thus reproducing the same vague and episodic references that abound elsewhere, 

admitting that ‘this is an area of research that is still unexplored, and it could be fascinating in 

terms of aesthetics and cross cultural communication’ (2003: 41). 

 In the absence of hard data and based on my memories, it might be a reasonable 

(albeit controversial and polemical) claim to make, for example, that Raj Kapoor’s Awaara 

(Vagabond, 1951) might well have been the most successful film in the history of cinema at 

large. All (anecdotal) evidence we have supports such statement. Farukh Dhondy, for 

example, talks of ‘the reverence in which the stars of Awaara were held in the bazaars of the 

Arab world and Africa and in the remote towns and cities of the USSR,’ and indicates that 

the film ‘broke box office records […] in a hundred places’ (1985: 131). Similarly, 

Gokulsing and Disanayake (2004) confirm that Raj Kapoor, besides being one of the most 

popular actors and directors in the 1950s and 1960s, attained the status of folk-hero in certain 

parts of the old Soviet Union and elsewhere. Ganti, likewise, corroborates the popularity of 

Awaara without producing firm data: she calls it one ‘of Hindi cinema’s first global hits’ 

(2004:147) which ‘became a huge success not just in India but also in the Middle East, the 

Soviet Union, and China’(2004:99).  She also notes that Awaara’s stars Nargis and Kapoor 

enjoyed huge international stardom and that Nargis ‘was the recipient of many honours by 

the Indian as well as Soviet governments’ (Ganti, 126). In his authoritative history of cinema, 



David Cook speaks of Awaara as ‘a smash hit in the Soviet Union in 1954’ (Cook, 862) 

whereas Kristin Thompson and David Bordwell, in their own history, confirm that Raj 

Kapoor was so popular in the Soviet Union that ‘parents named their sons after him’ as 

Awaara became a ‘stupendous success’ (2003: 409).  

But how big precisely was this ‘stupendous success’? Can we think of any other film 

from the 1950s that was seen in so many countries and was as widely acclaimed as Awaara? 

Most film history books analyse other films and mention Awaara only in passing, yet I 

cannot think of any other film from that period that would have enjoyed such a truly popular 

success transnationally. Then, there is also Awaara’s longevity. In comparison to the widely 

touted new Bollywood hits whose hype is ultimately short-lived (e.g. Kabhie Kushie Kabhie 

Gham), Awaara remains a truly enduring global hit, yet one that is understudied and under-

researched. In short, all evidence suggests that this film may indeed be candidate for the title 

of ‘most popular film of all times’. Yet, we do not have reliable substantiation to support 

such a claim; the imdb does not contain any information on box office and business for the 

film. If we had the revenue figures that would measure its success, or a systematic account of 

reviews in the international film press, or, for that matter, relevant scholarly research, the 

picture would have been different.1 

 The bottom line is that we cannot measure the international spread and influence of 

this particular film (or any other non-Hollywood film) or of Indian cinema at large as we do 

not have anything more than ‘anecdotal evidence’ of its presence and popularity. 

 Maybe it would be worthwhile, then, to see how we could put to use the only 

available evidence that there is, the anecdote. What would we get if we actively sought out 

anecdotal evidence? Would the cumulative effect of gathering testimonies make a difference?  



 Undertaking a comparative study that would estimate the real success of Indian 

cinema abroad appears to be a massive and unachievable task at present. So we thought that 

one possible way would be to try to map out the phenomenon through individual testimonies. 

After all, isn’t a lot of what we know of the diasporic-driven presence of Indian cinema 

abroad, also been researched via testimonies, like Nirmal Purwar’s at that London conference 

or via personal accounts like Ziauddin Sardar’s ‘Dilip Kumar Made me Do It’ (in the 1998 

volume edited by Ashish Nandy) recounting his personal experiences of growing up with 

Indian cinema. Coming across the testimony of Spaniard Juan Goytisolo talking of the 

popularity of Indian cinema in Morocco in his Cinema Eden (2003) (a text that we reproduce 

here with the kind permission of the author) offered another example where the importance 

of such evidence was clear. Same with the discovery of the personal testimony of ambassador 

Gajendra Singh in one of the Indian on-line publications (2004), another text that we 

reproduce here. Or Hamid Naficy’s testimony, according to which ‘Indian films were big in 

Iran from the 1930s before the war and in the 1950s and 1960s, their songs were sold in 

music stores and played on the radio and kids used to sing them to each other […] there was a 

close interaction between Indian, Egyptian, Turkish, and Iranian cinemas.’ (Naficy, personal 

correspondence, June 2005). Or the case study by anthropologist Thomas Blom Hansen who 

talks of the popularity of Hindi films screening at the Durban’s Musgrave shopping centre in 

South Africa, a place which he describes as ‘the heart of upper middle-class whiteness in the 

city’ (2005:239). 

 So it appears to be justifiable to persist with the anecdote, with the testimonial and 

with the case study. A similar approach is favoured by the editors of Bollyworld (2005), Kaur 

and Sinha, who believe that looking at case studies ‘provides the best opportunity to construe 

the world of popular culture itself as fragmentary and dialogical clusters of variegated and 

entangled cultural discourses’. India’s commercial cinema is treated in their book as a 



collection of ‘globalized intertexts’ which enjoy different manifestations in different parts of 

the world (2005: 16). Their approach draws on Stephen Greenblatt’s methodological 

pronouncements in favour of case studies and anecdotes, as it is such sketchy yet important 

examples that ultimately undermine the seemingly settled ‘grand, totalising narratives’ of 

progressive history. Greenblatt’s positive take on the anecdote allows researchers who work 

with sketchy material to see the story of the world ‘as a succession of singular, brief, 

contingent experiences that may imply a larger pattern of history but will never show that 

pattern fully to the reader’ (Kaur and Sinha, 2005:16).  

 And indeed, in his historical treatise Marvelous Posessions (1991), Greenblatt 

described anecdotes as ‘registers of the singularity of the contingent – associated […] with 

the rim rather than the immobile and immobilizing center,’ as examples that can be recorded 

‘as representative anecdotes, that is, as significant in terms of a larger progress or pattern that 

is the proper subject of a history perennially deferred in the traveler’s relation of further 

anecdotes’ (1991:3).  

 Tackling the theoretical standing of the anecdote in the context of the new 

historicism, Joel Fineman gave it a prominent place and claimed that ‘the anecdote, in 

significant ways, determines the practice of historiography’(1989:50). The anecdote, 

Fineman asserted, ‘is the literary form that uniquely lets history happen by virtue of the way 

it introduces an opening into the teleological, and therefore timeless, narration of beginning, 

middle, and end’ (61).2  He asked how does one identify an event within an historical frame, 

first, as an event, second, as an event that is, in fact, historically significant’ (50) and was 

particularly interested to establish ‘how do singular events warrant or call out for the 

contextualizing, narrative frame within which they will individually play their collectively 

intelligible parts, i.e., how does one arrive, from a multiplicity of occurrences, first, at a 

single and coordinating story, second at an historically significant story, for, again, there are 



stories that are not, as such, historically significant?’(54) One possible answer to this question 

is: by reiteration. If we hear the same anecdote (of Awaara’s ‘stupendous success’, for 

example) repeated all over again in independent testimonies extracted from different 

contexts, can we then inductively conclude that this anecdote has a certain significance 

beyond itself? Wouldn’t such a situation then annihilate its anecdotal standing by turning it 

into a reputable pillar of historical knowledge, which may not be fully supported by data and 

yet be significant in itself?  

 Can anecdotal testimonies help in changing the official narrative of cinema history 

from one preoccupied mostly with the Global Hollywood into one that would be more 

complex and simultaneously more inclusive by including a narrative on global Indian cinema 

alongside the one on ‘global Hollywood’?  If one attempts to challenge the entrenched 

historical narrative and revisit it through reception testimonies, maybe one can reconstruct the 

cinematic history beyond the West. 

 Via the testimonies included here, this project restores a different, more encompassing 

story that allows for what so far has only come across as ‘anecdotal’ to  gain significance 

beyond its concrete singular dimension.  

 I have vested political interest in such project of revisionist historiography, as I see it 

as a way of enabling the inclusion of more diverse points of view to narrating film history, to 

making historiography polyphonic and dropping the monotonic way ‘the story of film’ is still 

being told in the overall. It is a project that validates a different kind of cinephilia for those 

who, like myself and many of the contributors here, come from parts of the world other than 

North America or Western Europe.  

 Indeed, the films that we have seen in our distant youth may not even figure in the 

recognised annals of cinema history; the picture houses where we have discovered our 

fascination for cinema may be located in remote dusty cities scattered around the world far 



beyond the screening rooms of New York, London and Paris. Yet if our love for cinema is no 

lesser, neither should our knowledge of what constitutes film history be perceived as 

secondary. By supplying their testimonies, the contributors to this project can see how their 

diverse personal experiences with cinema grow to be, even in this modest effort, part of a 

more diverse general narrative of film history. It is a situation where our remembering, and 

even our misremembering, gets the chance to become a facet in the history of transnational 

cinematic exchanges.  

 

 What follows is a collection of personal testimonies about idiosyncratic experiences 

with Indian film.  Whereas the precise parameters of any cultural trade in which the West is 

not involved prove extremely hard to establish with firm data, what emerges is a persuasive 

outline of the influential and formative presence of Indian cinema for a range of national 

cinematic cultures and traditions. The resulting picture is an exercise in alternative research 

into the history of transnational cinematic exchanges, asserting the powerful existence of an 

alternative modernity, different yet fascinating. 

Contributors include:  

Juan Goytisolo, one of the best-known Spanish novelists and a writer of international stature 

and esteem. Having lived for yeas in Marrakech, Morocco, in his recent book Cinema Eden 

(2003) Goytisolo wrote of the fascinating presence of Hindi film (along with Taiwanese 

martial arts and Egyptian melodramas) in this part of the world. Through his English 

translator, Peter Bush, Goytisolo agreed to the inclusion of his existing writing on the 

presence of Hindi cinema in the Testimonies project. We are grateful to Rose Baring from 

Eland Publishing for the permission to reprint.   

Former Indian ambassador K. Gajendra Singh held diplomatic postings in a range of 

countries, from Romania and Azerbaidjan to Jordan, Senegal, and Turkey. Now engaged in 



journalistic writing and current affair analysis for mainstream Indian media, Mr. Singh’s 

piece ‘Awaara was phenomenally popular’ in rediff.com is reproduced here as an important 

testimony which charts his encounters with the distribution of Indian film through space and 

time, across continents and decades, with the kind permission of his agents (Dr. Shahram 

Vahdany of MWC News Magazine).   

This testimonies project was put in motion by me, Dina Iordanova. I was born and grew up 

in Bulgaria, and it is mostly 1960s childhood experiences that I am talking about in my 

testimony. Later in life, however, I had many more encounters with Indian film – first 

through my Gujarati friend Shuchi Kothari who showed me many beautiful Indian films 

while living in Austin, Texas, and then through many other Indian friends (the Bojwani’s, the 

Nanda’s and the Desor’s) while living in Leicester, England. I now teach at the University of 

St. Andrews in Scotland where Indian films only now start making inroads to the local 

arthouse cinema. But at this oldest University in Scotland we are making sure Indian cinema 

is properly represented in our teaching and we regularly screen classical and new Indian films 

for our students.  

Rada Šešić, Sarajevo-born filmmaker, film curator and academic, now lives in the 

Netherlands and works closely with several Indian film festivals (New Delhi, Kerala). She 

teaches Indian cinema at the University of Amsterdam, and programs Indian films for the 

Rotterdam Film Festival. She wrote a personal account of her enduring fascination with 

Indian cinema.  

Viola Shafik, a filmmaker and well-established specialist on Arab cinema (her Arab Cinema: 

History and Cultural Identity was published by the University of Cairo Press), teaches film at 

the American University in Cairo, wrote on the presence of Indian film in Egypt by bringing 

together the testimonies of the many members of Egypt’s film community who have been 

involved with the distribution and exhibition of Indian cinema in the country.  



Asuman Suner teaches film at the Communication and Design department at Bilkent 

University in Ankara. She summarised the testimonies of a range of acquaintances from 

different generations coming from across Turkey. 

P. A. Skantze teaches at the Theatre, Film and Television Studies Department at the 

University of Glasgow in Scotland. She lives in Italy and in her short testimony she relates an 

encounter with Indian cinema in Rome. 

 

NOTES:  

1. One of the rare pieces of such evidence is found in Rajagopalan’s piece in this volume: 

Awaara was seen by a staggering 63.7 million people in the Soviet Union just in the course 

of a single year, 1954 (the film continued screening across the USSR for many more years 

later on).  

 

2. ‘The anecdote,’ Fineman also stresses, ‘produces the effect of the real, the occurrence of 

contingency, by establishing an event as an event within and yet without the framing context 

of historical successivity, i.e., it does not only in so far as its narration both comprises and 

refracts the narration it reports’ (p.61). 
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